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ABSTRACT 
Federal law in the United States mandates that states and metropolitan 
regions develop Long Range Transportation Plans that detail their major 
infrastructure needs that would allow for safe and efficient travel in the 
future. Determination of facility needs requires the forecast of travel 
volumes and their comparison to the capacity of available transportation 
infrastructure. Transportation engineers typically accomplish the 
forecasting task using a sequential procedure called the four-step urban 
transportation modeling system. The procedure requires the collection of 
household and travel data in a cross-sectional household travel behavior 
survey. Due to the high cost of conducting these surveys, metro regions 
undertake them on average about every 10 to 20 years. During the long 
inter-survey times, the modeled travel behavior of a regional population 
could change in such a way that the forecasts generated by the models 
could have large errors in them. Metro regions in a state normally do not 
synchronize the conduct of these surveys. This raises the question of 
whether data collected in a travel survey undertaken in one metro region 
within a state can be updated with data collected in surveys undertaken in 
a subsequent year but in a different metro region within the same state for 
model development. This research seeks to investigate the above using 
data collected in Nashville, Knoxville, and Chattanooga. Specific objectives 
are: (1) to investigate the temporal transferability of trip generation 
models developed using data collected in Nashville in 1998 and 2012; (2) 
to investigate the temporal transferability of metropolitan trip generation 
models updated with subsequently collected data from another 
metropolitan region in the state of Tennessee; and (3) to investigate 
whether greater similarities in demographic characteristics between two 
metro regions translates into improved transfer performance. The analysis 
was conducted using multiple linear regression analysis and Bayesian 
statistics. The conclusions reached were (1) that the transfer performance 
of most of the Nashville 1998 trip-purpose models updated with 
subsequent data from another metro region improved in accuracy by a 
margin ranging from four to fifteen percent; (2) The method employed in 
model updating influences transfer performance with the Bayesian 
updating method giving the best improvement. The exception to the 
improved transfer performance was for Home-based school trips; (3) 
Greater similarities in demographics between two metro regions does not 
guarantee improved transfer performance; and (4) there are 
improvements in transfer performance when there is a smaller difference 
between an update survey data’s year and the application context year.  
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